[Systematic review of medication safety of Xiyanping injection in conformity with indications of package inserts].
To systematically review the medication safety of Xiyanping injection in conformity with indications of package inserts. Eight databases at home and abroad were searched for studies on the safety of Xiyanping injection. Literature screening, quality assessment, data extraction and analysis were performed according to internationally recognized inclusion and exclusion criteria. There were 118 clinical studies included, and 94 studies were finally studied, including 70 randomized controlled trials and eight non-randomized controlled trials, involving 16 case reports, and 4 716 patients treated with Xiyanping injection, with 148 adverse drug reactions(ADR) and no adverse event(AE). Among them, 15 cases reported serious adverse drug reactions, including 1 vegetative state, 4 allergic shock and other general cardiovascular damages. Diarrhea was the most commonly reported ADR among the 133 general adverse reactions, accounting for 30.12%, which was followed by rash. Most of the studies adopted the dosage set forth in package inserts. Some current evidences showed that irrational combined administration and use of Xiyanping may cause some ADRs. Because the most of studies didn't report the medication process and patient conditions, we can't infer the relations between the ADR and the age or solvent. Clinicians shall judge the causality according to relevant provisions and standards, and report ADRs, so as to provide more evidences for evaluating the safety of the drug.